Employing ANFIS for Object Detection in Robo-Pong
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Abstract - This paper presents a vision system for a Ping-Pong player robot, called Robo-Pong. The robot employs color object detection techniques based on fuzzy neural networks in its vision system. In this research a neuro-fuzzy approach is employed to detect and localize objects in robot’s work space and map them in real world coordinates. The architecture is designed to be efficient and also surprisingly fast to work on such a real-time system. Also a mapping system is attached to the object detection one, in order to estimate object locations. To increase the real-time in-field train capabilities of the system some early stopping methods were exploited to deal with such vast train data.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, many scientists and students have their robots compete with each other in robotic competitions in a variety of ways. Micromouse maze contest, Robocup robot soccer, and AAAI robot competition are the most famous contests that are held each year [1]. Early works of researchers, show that humanoid robots have been attracted them in this field, which Ping-Pong player robots could be classified in this category [2]. In [3] Miyazaki et al. worked on a method of generating stroke movements for table tennis player robot. Also in [4] Matsushima et al. presented a method for controlling the paddle to return the ball to a desired point on the table with specified flight duration.

In our paper the proposed vision system designed for Robo-Pong is expected to detect and localize the ball and some markers on the table and robot’s work space. To have the ball location in 3-dimensional coordinate, two BASLER 310A cameras were used as side and top view eyes. For this reason a wide 4mm lens is employed for top view camera to cover all parts of environment. Cameras are connected through a fire-wire link to an IEEE 1394 computer plug and capturing video in 60 frames per second in the size of 640×480 pixels with 24bit depth. Once the capture started, the robot can localize the ball and every visible marker. The Robo-Pong is shown in Figure 1.

Recently, there has been a tremendous amount of development in color recognition. Color recognition can be fulfilled in a variety of methods such as Spatial-Color Joint Probability [5], Color Profile [6], Histogram Threshold [5], Similarity of Color Histograms [7] and state-of-the-art methods based on Neural Networks [8], [9].

Figure 1. The Robo-Pong and field markers.
network. After training procedure the color-to-temperature function, constructed by trained network, can be applied to images of interest to generate temperature maps giving color information of each pixel.

Pomerleau [12] chose a multi-layer Perceptron (ALVINN – Autonomous Land Vehicle in a Neural Network) with a single hidden layer for mobile robot guidance. The input layer of his network consists of a 30×32 unit retina which receives images from a sensor. Each of 960 units in the input retina is fully connected to the hidden layer of 4 units, which in turn is fully connected to 30-unit-output layer. ALVINN learns to guide mobile robots using the back propagation training algorithm. He presented real time training “on-the-fly” techniques to train his network. He applied his network on a CMU Navlab which is a modified Chevy van equipped with forward and backward facing color cameras and scanning laser range finder for sensing the environment. Jang [13] used ANFIS (Adaptive-Network-based Fuzzy Inference System) for signal processing purposes. In the literature a good comparison on results obtained from ANFIS with artificial neural networks and other earlier works and fuzzy modeling is discussed. In this paper, first the training data for the color recognition network is prepared through a statistical method. The ANFIS model put forth a robust vision system since a properly trained fuzzy neural network tends to give reasonable answers when presented with inputs that they have never seen. Therefore, an extremely easy method to implement a object detection system is presented and the results are applied on the robot in order to have the highest performance. Moreover, a mapping network is designed to find the relevant distance of detected objects, ball and markers, from the robot. Finally, a GUI is employed to make different modules work with each other and make a user friendly environment.

2 Training data representation

A training data base containing approximately 128000 different colors are prepared through statistical method. The training data is prepared by r, g, b of different colors and the number of times that this color occurs in each object. Where r, g, and b are R, G and B ratios and defined as:

\[
r = \frac{R}{R+G+B}
\]
\[
g = \frac{G}{R+G+B}
\]
\[
b = \frac{B}{R+G+B}
\]

Therefore, if a color occurs in object one 50 times and in object two 80 times and in object three 1100 times, this color is considered the color of object three. These colors are put in arrays of [r, g, b, ObjType] and ObjType is in binary format for training of the network.

3 System architecture

In order to recognize objects, the following system architecture has been designed (Figure 2). At first, camera is precisely calibrated and some filters are applied to improve lighting conditions. Afterward, the object detection fuzzy neural network is applied to captured frames and used to segment parts according to their colors. On the basis of color, a binary image for each object is obtained and the noises are removed by median filter. By exploiting statistical information on solidity and convex area of each object, different objects are detected and their centroids are extracted. Finally, by a mapping neural network the objects absolute coordinates are extracted.

4 Object detection

ANFIS is a fuzzy inference system implemented in the framework of adaptive networks. By using a hybrid learning procedure, the proposed ANFIS can construct an input-output mapping based on both human knowledge (in the form of fuzzy if-then rules) and stipulated input-output data pairs [13]. In other words, ANFIS is a fuzzy inference system employing fuzzy IF-THEN rules can model the qualitative aspects of human knowledge and reasoning processes without employing precise quantitative analyses. Fuzzy control is by far the most successful applications of the fuzzy set theory and fuzzy inference systems. Due to the adaptive capability of ANFIS, its applications to adaptive control and learning control are immediate. Most of all, it can replace almost any neural networks in control systems to serve the same purposes.

Rather selecting the data, randomly, the Initial weights obtain from desire data. Therefore more learning speed and more convergence should be assured. This fact is the most advantage of ANFIS [13].

A truly autonomous robot must sense its environment and react appropriately. Previous robot perception systems have relied on hand-coded algorithms for processing sensor information. Artificial neural networks can learn the visual processing which is required to provide information for robot reactions.
It is extremely challenging for the Robo-Pong to be fast and precise and having low sensitivity to different lighting conditions; therefore, it was considered that neural network be applied on the Robo-Pong robot. However, it is an immensely time consuming and tiresome process to implement a fuzzy-neural network in generic programming languages like Delphi, C# and any other languages; consequently, we have taken advantage of MATLAB neural network toolbox to obtain optimum weight and bias matrices. Afterward, these matrices are exploited in a generic programming language such as C# which is much faster than MATLAB in multiplying neural network matrices for object detection. In other words, training of the neural network is done in MATLAB and operations which give us the color of objects are done in C#. It should be mentioned that color features, shape features, and combination of color and shape features can be used for classification. However, overlapped objects in 2D image, lighting condition that cause deformations on objects’ boundary view, similarity in shape of table and net in some views, and expensive computational cost, forced us to employ a neural network on the basis of color classification.

Real-time reaction is a vital ability for Robo-Pong, so it is essential to have a neural network which has the minimum number of layers and neurons as it dramatically affects the calculation time. As an example, if one row is added to the weight matrix of a neural network which has architecture of 2×4, 1228800 more multiplication and 1228800 more summation in a calculation for a 640×480 pixel image have to be done. On the other hand, the network should provide us with the desired results. Accordingly, different variety of neural network with different training parameters and different types of output are implemented and tested.

In our approach four membership functions are applied to the RGB color and intensity triangle relationship. By treating four membership functions of redness, greenness, blueness and intensiveness, a pixel is described in order to detect four types of objects viewed as ball, table and markers in the match field. The networks are provided with different image formats with different lighting conditions in order to make the robot vision more stable. If we compare different image formats, we find out the best input format for our network is rgbI. Several reasons support this choice. First of all, if a comparison is made between RGB and HIS, we find out that RGB is much more sensitive to lighting condition than HIS.

Besides, adding the intensity feature to RGB will give a more robust response to different lighting conditions. If rgb (RGB ratios) are applied, a more robust response to different lighting conditions will be gained. Also, in different lighting conditions rgb remains constant but in HIS model only hue and saturation remains constant and intensity differs.

Since there are nearly 47000 samples (pixels) to be trained to the network and we only had two options for our output (two or four binary digits), a Perceptron network is not suitable for this purpose and the desired outcome could not be reached. Hence, different kinds of feed-forward neural networks with different number of layers and neurons are tested. The optimum neural network is a feed-forward back propagation network that has four layers. As properly trained feed-forward back propagation networks tend to give reasonable answers when presented with inputs they have never seen [14] and [15], a feed-forward network has been employed. For pattern recognition problems, if a comparison is made between different kinds of function approximation and pattern recognition problems in MATLAB [14]. Sabzevari et al [15] find out that for color segmentation which is a pattern recognition problem a four-layer network will be suitable; however, in some other applications it may not be suitable. The input layer has four neurons and the output layer has two neurons. A sigmoid (logsig) function was applied for output layer in as much as the output is in binary form. The transfer function for all layers of feed forward network is logsig since it compresses input range into a finite output range. The inputs for the network were also r,g,b,I. They believe that the appropriate training function for pattern recognition problems are trainrp (resilient back propagation) or conjugate gradient algorithms such as trainscg (scaled conjugate gradient) or traincgb. Their designed network is trained by trainrp. In order to prevent over-fitting of the network, the training data which is large enough to provide an adequate fit was considered. Moreover, the output of the network is rounded for the reason that the desired output should be in binary format [15]. The network architecture is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Feed forward neural network architecture.

Later on, the weight and bias matrices besides the rule sets are extracted from MATLAB and the results were passed to C#. Then the image with dimensions of 640×480 pixels was passed through the network. In this process each individual pixel will be presented to the network by four features of r, g, b and I. Figure 4 shows the output of the neural network after converting the binary output format to a color image.

Figure 4. Input image / output image.

Our system exploits fuzzy membership functions to construct the layer of rules in our ANFIS. Graphs in figure 5 show the membership functions describing r, g, b and I before and after train phase of ANFIS.
Figure 5. Membership functions before and after train process. From top to down: a. initial membership function used for r, g, b, and I parameters, b. membership functions resulted after train process for r, g, b and I respectively.

5 Region segmentation

Having determined pixels related to each object, we have three binary images. What needed are images that are segmented with regions according to each object (Figure 6). To this end, sharp noises should be removed. Therefore, a pixel surrounded by pixels with a different color is not related to the desired object; consequently, these pixels can be assumed as noise. To remove these noises from our images, a median filter with 3×3 neighborhood is used.

Figure 6. Input image / output binary image.

Having extracted regions related to each object, Convex-Hall of each region is calculated. Those regions that have solidity and convex area obtained according to statistical information are accepted as objects. It should be mentioned that solidity is the ratio of area to convex-area. Afterward, objects’ center of area is extracted. The procedure is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Procedure for detecting objects’ centre of area.

Since we have spotted noise caused by shading effects which results in some regions bigger than could be removed by normal noise reduction filter, the convex area of segmented regions is considered to find those big enough to construct our desired objects. Another advantage of convex area is the improvement in the accuracy of coordinates reported for detected objects. Some critical deformations in shape of detected objects could be compensated making decision based on convex area to avoid these situations. As expected, in case of utilizing area of region instead of convex area the center of object does not sit on the center of the shape.

6 Detecting position of objects

Through region growing procedure the centers of convex-hulled regions is also calculated which these kinds of data for the detected objects is sent to mapping procedure to produce commands for motion control module of the robot. These commands contains the distances of objects from robot and also the angles that robot should turn to reach each object. For example for the image shown in Figure 4, which has the size of 640×480, the centers of objects are such described in Table 1.
### Table 1. Centre of detected balls and markers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ball Positions</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>180.82</td>
<td>99.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>305.78</td>
<td>216.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>301.97</td>
<td>79.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>309.25</td>
<td>167.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>468.06</td>
<td>303.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Markers' Positions</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>155.42</td>
<td>220.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>385.93</td>
<td>86.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>565.23</td>
<td>109.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7 Coordinate mapping

Having determined the objects centers in the image, now we have to convert these coordinates into distances and angles that the robot can put them into action. To this end, another neural network is employed. The training data for this network is prepared through experimental tests in Mechatronics Research Laboratory of IAUQ and a 60-data-set is prepared. This network which is used for function approximation gets x, y coordinates and type of the object as input and hands in (r, θ) which is distance and angle as output. Again we had to find optimum network. Likewise, networks with biases, a sigmoid layer, and a linear output layer are capable of approximating any function with a finite number of discontinuities. Eventually, a network with the architecture shown in Figure 7 is an appropriate network. The inputs are x, y coordinates in pixel unit in addition to object type and the outputs are r in cm , θ in degrees and the object type. The network is trained with the 40-data-set and validated with a 10-data-set through training and tested with a 10-data-set. The training method is Levenberg Marquardt with early stopping, in order to prevent over fitting and to improve generalization of the network.

Figure 7. Mapping neural network.

Prediction error for distance is 2.6% and prediction error for orientation is 3.4% for the 10 test data set and is gained by Equation (4).

\[ \delta = \frac{1}{N} \sum \frac{|M-P|}{M} \times 100\% \]  

where \( \delta \) is mean prediction error, M is the measured error value, P is the predicted error value and N is the number of test data set. Figure 8 shows measured values vs. predicted value for test data set.

Figure 8. Measured vs. predicted values for test data set.

The Results of above network for the picture of Figure 4 is given in Table 2.

### Table 2. Position of objects relative to camera.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ball Positions</th>
<th>Distance from camera</th>
<th>Angles from camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>-13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Markers' Positions</th>
<th>Distance from camera</th>
<th>Angles from camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above mentioned algorithms designed in modular format; therefore, an integrated GUI is designed in MATLAB workspace. Capturing image, applying filters, calculating convex-hall and solidity, and sending data to robot are done in MATLAB; however, color segmentation is done with a C# program.

### 8 Conclusions

In this paper, a vision system based on fuzzy neural network is introduced for a Ping-Pong player robot, called Robo-Pong. The training data on the basis of statistical method which is the number of times that a specified color occurs in an object was prepared. A fuzzy neural network is designed in MATLAB and compared with a feed-forward back-propagation one having optimum number of neurons. Table 3 shows some statistic on train capabilities of proposed
method. The optimal number of neurons was gained through trial and error for having the best performance (minimum number of neurons) and quality in detecting the color of objects. This process is very easy and can be done in a short time in comparison with implementing this method with generic programming languages. The weight and bias matrices of the trained network was extracted and utilized in C# in order to reduce computation time in practice which is critical in Robocup competition. Moreover, for finding the location of the objects, a mapping network was designed and for over-fitting prevention early stopping method was applied for the training. This method is very fast and reliable for defining the color of objects, not only in the robotic field, but also in other automation processes in which color of the objects are needed to be defined.

Table 3. Comparison of ANFIS and ANN, where number of train samples and epochs kept constant for two methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Train error</th>
<th>Test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Neural Networks</td>
<td>0.0751</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANFIS</td>
<td>0.1066</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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